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Abstract 
Consider the problem of transporting a set of objects between the vertices of a path by 
a vehicle which has limited capacity. The problem of finding a shortest our for the vehicle 
to transport all objects from their initial vertices to their destination vertices is a fundamental 
problem in motion planning. It is shown that the problem is NP-complete if every object must bc 
transported irectly from its initial vertex to its destination. However, if objects can be dropped 
at intcrmcdiate vertices along its tour and picked up later then the problem can be solbcd in 
linear time. It is also shown that if the underlying graph is a tree. instead of a path. then the 
problem is NP-complete even if objects can be dropped at intermediate vertices. 
K~IYHY/.S; Vehicle routing; Elevator problem: Motion planning: Graph algorithms: NP-complctc: 
Satisfiability problem; Feedback vertex set 
1. Introduction 
Consider an undirected weighted graph with objects located at various vertices. 
Associated with each object is a destination vertex, to which that object is to be 
moved by a vehicle that traverses the edges of the graph. A fundamental problem in 
motion planning is to determine a tour of minimum cost for the vehicle to transport all 
objects from their initial positions to their destinations. We call the determination of a 
minimum cost tour for a vehicle the crhicle routitzg prohlmt. and we are interested in 
the computational complexity of the vehicle routing problems. 
One factor that affects the complexity of the vehicle routing problem is whether or 
not we allow drops in the process of transportation. A rlvop is an unloading of an 
object at a vertex that is not its destination. If an object is dropped, its movement is 
not immediately completed, and the object will be picked up and transported farther 
at some later time in the transportation. Based on whether or not we allow drops in 
the transportation, we have two versions of the vehicle routing problems. We shall use 
notz~~l,‘ec~ttt17tiotl o denote the version in which no objects can be dropped at intermediate 
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vertices, and preemption to denote the version in which objects can be dropped at 
intermediate vertices. 
Another factor that makes a difference on the complexity of the vehicle routing prob- 
lem is whether the capacity of the vehicle is 1, or greater than 1. Suppose the vehicle 
can transport c objects at a time. We refer the problem as unit capacity vehicle routing 
problem if c = 1; and refer it as multiple cuprtcity vehicle routing problem if c > 1. 
Combined with the preemptive version and nonpreemptive version, we have four kinds 
of vehicle routing problems: unit capacity preemptive vehicle routing problem, unit 
capacity nonpreemptive vehicle routing problem, multiple capacity preemptive vehicle 
routing problem and multiple capacity nonpreemptive vehicle routing problem. 
For genera1 graphs, all the four problems are NP-hard [2]. However, for practical 
applications such as elevators and those that arise in robotics, it suffices to consider 
more restricted classes of graphs. Indeed, recent attention has been focused on solving 
the vehicle routing problems on very simple graphs, such as trees, cycles and paths 
[l, 3-5, 81. 
For unit capacity preemptive vehicle routing problem on paths and cycles, Atallah 
and Kosaraju have shown that the problem can be solved in O(k + n) time, where n is 
the number of vertices of the graph, k is the number of objects to be moved [l]. For 
unit capacity nonpreemptive vehicle routing problems on paths and cycles, Atallah and 
Kosaraju have presented algorithms that find an optimal solution in O(k + n log fi(n, q)) 
and O(k + n log n) time, respectively [ 11, where q, (q < n), is the number of non-trivial 
components in a graph constructed from the input instance, and p(n, q) is a very slowly 
growing function similar to the log*(n). Frederickson has improved the time bound to 
O(k + n log P(n, q)) for the case that the underlying graph is a cycle [3]. 
Frederickson and Guan have shown that the unit capacity preemptive vehicle routing 
problem in trees can be solved in O(k + qn) time or O(k + n log n) time [4]. They 
have also shown that the unit capacity nonpreemptive vehicle routing problem in trees 
is NP-complete [5]. 
It seems that multiple capacity vehicle routing problems are much more compli- 
cated than unit capacity vehicle routing problems. Karp investigated the multiple ca- 
pacity preemptive vehicle routing problem on paths, for which he used the term stutic 
elevator scheduling problem [8]. Karp has presented a polynomial time algorithm for 
this problem in which the elevator starts from the bottom floor and there are the same 
number of passengers located at each floor both before and after the transportation. 
This paper discusses multiple capacity vehicle routing problem on paths and trees. 
The main result is a linear time algorithm that solves the multiple capacity preemptive 
vehicle routing problem on paths, provided that the starting vertex is at one of the 
endpoints of the path. This is an improvement of the Karp’s algorithm on static elevator 
scheduling problem. In Karp’s paper, no explicit time bound for that algorithm was 
mentioned. We shall show that Karp’s algorithm takes O(kn log log n) time, while the 
time bound for our algorithm is O(k+n). We also note that Karp’s algorithm generates 
a solution that, in the worst case, have O(kn) drops, while our algorithm generates 
solutions that have at most O(k + n) drops. 
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Table I 
Summary of the complexity of the preemptive vehicle routing 
problem 
Path 
Cycle 
Tree 
O(k + n) [II 
O(k +n) [II 
O(k +qnj or O(k +nlogn) [4] 
O(k + II) 
(open) 
NP-complete 
Table 2 
Summary of the complexity of the nonpreemptive vehicle routing 
problem 
Path 
Cycle 
Tree 
C=I 
O(k + nlolza(&4)) [II 
O(k + n log n) [3] 
NP-complete [S] 
C’> I 
NP-complete 
Nkomplete 
NP-complete 
Next we consider multiple capacity nonpreemptive vehicle routing problem on paths. 
We prove that this problem is NP-complete. Then we consider multiple capacity vehicle 
routing problem on trees, and prove that both preemptive and nonpreemptive version 
of this problem are NP-complete. 
The computational complexity of the vehicle routing problem on simple graphs are 
summarized in Tables 1 and 2. In the tables, c is the capacity of the vehicle. Those 
entries without references are the cases solved in this paper. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce notations 
and definitions, and show how to efficiently transform the problem to yield what we 
call a balanced version. In Section 3, we present a linear time algorithm for the mul- 
tiple capacity preemptive vehicle routing problem on paths, assuming that the starting 
vertices is at one of the endpoints of the path. In Section 4, we show that the nonpre- 
emptive version of multiple capacity vehicle routing problem on paths is NP-complete. 
In Section 5, we consider the case that the graph is a tree, and show that the multiple 
capacity preemptive vehicle routing problem on trees is NP-complete. 
2. Balanced problem 
In this section, we first model the vehicle routing problem by a weighted graph with 
undirected and directed edges. We then define the balanced version of a problem. and 
show how to construct it in linear time. 
An instance of the problem consists of a weighted undirected graph, a set of objects, 
the initial vertex and the destination vertex of each object, the capacity of the vehicle 
and a distinguished vertex where the vehicle starts. The weighted undirected graph is 
also called the underlying gruph of the problem. The weight of each edge represents 
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the distance or the cost of moving the vehicle between the two vertices of the edge. 
Hence we assume that the weight of each edge is non-negative. Let n be the number 
of vertices, and k be the number of objects to be moved. We shall label the vertices 
by 1, 2,. . . ,IZ, and the objects by 1, 2,. . ., k. Each object j that is to be transported 
from uj to Uj is represented by a directed edge from uj to Uj with label j. Therefore, 
the problem is modeled by a graph with directed and undirected edges. For a pair of 
vertices tl and v, we use (u, v) to denote an undirected edge and (u, v) to denote a 
directed edge. We define the weight, w((u, v)), of each directed edge (u, v) to be the 
distance between vertex u and vertex v in the underlying graph. 
A move from vertex x to vertex y of the vehicle transporting a set of objects z is 
designated by 
(x, Y,Z>. 
Each move (x, y,z) with z # 8 is called a carrying move, otherwise, it is called a non- 
carrying move. A carrying move with IzI = c is called a full-carrying move, where c 
is the capacity of the vehicle. 
An object j is transported from x to y by a move (x, y,z) if j is at vertex x before 
the move, and j EZ. After the move, the object j will be at vertex y. 
A transportation, Q from vo to vr, is a sequence of moves 
Let Q be a transportation. Let Q(j) be a subsequence of moves obtained from Q by 
deleting those moves that does not involve the object j. An object is transported from 
x to y by a transportation Q, if Q(j) is a transportation from x to y. If objects cannot 
be dropped at the intermediate vertices, then Q(j) must be a consecutive subsequence 
of moves of Q. 
A transportation is valid, if vo = v, =s, and each object is transported from its initial 
vertex to its destination vertex by Q. Unless stated otherwise, we consider only valid 
transportations, and we should use transportation, instead of valid transportation. 
The cost of a transportation Q, denoted by c(Q), is the distance the vehicle traversed. 
That is, 
c(Q)= Cd(vj-ltvi), 
i=l 
where d(vi-1, Vi) is the distance from vi--] to vi in the underlying graph. The vehicle 
routing problem is to find a transportation of minimum cost. 
Consider an example as shown in Fig. 1. Assume that the weight of each 
undirected edge is 1. Note that each directed edge (uj, Uj) with label j represents an 
object j with initial vertex Uj and destination vertex Uj. For clarity, directed edges 
are drawn with vertical offsets. Assume that the vehicle can carry at most two ob- 
jects at a time, and the starting vertex is 1. It is easy to verify that the following 
sequence of moves is a transportation of the given problem: (1,3,{ 1,2})(3,2,{5,6}) 
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Fig. I. An example of the vehicle routing problem 
(2,3,{3,4})(3,4,{ 1,3})(4,2,{7,8})(2, 1,{6, S}). Note that this transportation consists of 
only full-canying moves. Each object is transported in such a way that it traverses the 
edges between its initial vertex and its destination exactly once, and traverses no other 
edges. It is clear that this is an optimal transportation. 
Suppose that the underlying graph L is a path. For convenience, we shall embed the 
graph L in a horizontal line in such a way that, for 2‘ = 1,2,. , n - 1, vertex c is to 
the left of vertex c + 1. Let 1 and Y be two distinct vertices in L such that 1 <Y. The 
subgraph induced by the vertices I,r and those vertices between 1 and I’ is denoted 
by ULrl. 
Let S be a set of objects, and L[It,rt] and L[lz,r2] be two edge-disjoint subgraphs 
of L. Define ,fs([lt,rt], [12,~2]) to be the number of objects in S that are at a vertex in 
L[Il, rl ] and to be transported to a vertex in L[l2, Q]. If either subgraph contains only 
one vertex r, we shall use t’ instead of [c,c]. We drop the subscript S when there is 
no ambiguity. 
We may assume that every vertex is either the start vertex s or an initial or desti- 
nation vertex of some object, and thus that k = Q(n). If not, then consider a vertex 1’ 
in L that is not the start vertex and is not an initial or a destination vertex of some 
object. If u = 1 or c =n, then it can be deleted from L. Otherwise, we can replace c 
and its adjacent undirected edges (C ~ 1, C) and (c, c + 1) by a single undirected edge 
(c- l.~+ 1) with weight the sum of the weights of (c- 1,~) and (v,c+ 1). 
In the preemptive case, it is clear that objects need not be transported back and forth 
along the path. We, therefore, consider only the transportations in which each object 
j visits each vertex from its initial vertex ui to its destination vertex c, exactly once 
and visits no other vertices in the transportation. 
Since the vehicle must return to s, each edge must be traversed by the vehicle at 
least twice, once in each direction. Furthermore, for each edge (u,z’), the number of 
times the vehicle traverses the edge from u to 2; must be equal to the number of times 
the vehicle traverses the edge from ZJ to U. We, therefore, define a balanced problem 
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as follows. For each edge e = (0,~ + l), let 
That is, i,, is the minimum number of times that the vehicle must traverse the edge e 
in either direction. A problem with f([l,a],[ti+ l,n])=f([u+ l,n],[l,~])=c&, for 
each edge e = (v, v + 1 ), r = 1,2,. . . , n - 1, is called a balanced problem. 
The concept of balanced problem plays an important role in the vehicle routing 
problem. An optimal transportation for a given problem can be found by first finding 
an optimal transportation for its corresponding balanced problem. 
Let S be a subset of objects. Define the cost of S to be 
w(S) = c d(u;, aj ), 
jtS 
where d(z+,vj) is the distance from the initial vertex of the object j to the destination 
vertex of object j. Let 0 be the original set of objects, and B be a set of objects of 
minimum cost such that, with the addition of the objects in B, the original problem be- 
comes a balanced problem. That is, f~u~([l,v],[u+l,n])=f~u~([~+l,n],[l,u])=c~~, 
for each edge e = (v, z’ + 1). The objects in B are called balancing objects. The new 
problem with the union of the original objects 0 and the balancing objects B is called 
the balanced version of the original problem. 
With some modification, the algorithm for the vehicle routing problem on trees may 
be applied to construct the balanced version of the given problem in O(k + n) time 
[4]. The modified algorithm is briefly described as follows. 
First, let b,(e) be the number of times the balancing objects must traverse the edge 
e from left to right, and let bl(e) be the number of times the balancing objects must 
traverse the edge e from right to left. Let e = (a, v + 1) be an undirected edge of L. 
The values of b,(e) and b,(e) can be computed by the following formulas: 
b,(e) = c& - f([l, 01, Lo + l,nl>, 
b/(e)=&-f([n,u+ ll,[l,u]). 
The values of b,(e) and b,(e) depend on the function f. Each vertex v is associated 
with a counter 4(r). For each object j that are to be moved toward II, add 1 to &UJ) 
and subtract 1 from &vi), where Uj is the initial vertex of j and I+ is the destination 
vertex of j. The values of f([ 1, u], [2;+ 1, n]), v = 1,2,. . . , n, can be computed in O(k+n) 
time by scanning the value of 4(u) for r = 1,2,. . . , n. Similarly, we can compute the 
values of f([v + 1, n], [ 1, a]). u = 1,2,. . , n, in O(k + n) time with objects that are to 
be moved toward 1. After these values are computed, we can then compute R,, b,.(e), 
and b,(e). It is easy to see that all these computations can be done in O(k + n) time. 
In general, balancing objects are not unique. A naive way to construct a set of 
balancing objects is to add b,.(e) objects with initial vertex u and destination vertex 
v + 1, and b/(e) objects with initial vertex u + 1 and destination vertex u. The total 
number of objects in B could be O(b) if the balancing objects were constructed in this 
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way. The algorithm that works in linear time first adds min{c,b,(e)} and min{c,h,.(e)} 
balancing objects for each edge e, and then generates the remainder balancing objects 
in such a way that each object “covers” as many edges as possible. Frederickson and 
Guan have presented the detail of the algorithm for generating the remainder balancing 
objects, and they also show that it can be done in linear time [4]. 
3. Preemptive routing in paths 
In this section, we present a linear time algorithm to find an optimal transportation 
for the multiple capacity preemptive vehicle routing problem on paths. We assume that 
the problem is balanced and the vehicle starts and finishes at one of the endpoints of 
the path. 
We first present the procedure ,fir.st-mote for finding a sequence of full-carrying 
moves starting and ending at a vertex 1) with ,f’( 13. [ 1. c - 11) > r or ,f( 1‘. [l* + 1, n] ) 3 c. 
Fig. 2 is a PASCAL-like description of the procedure $r.st-moue, 
In the algorithm, the problem is defined with respect to the “current” set of objects, 
not with respect to the original set of objects. That is, if an object ,j E 0 is transported 
from X, to J by the sequence of moves generated so far, then the vertex J‘ becomes 
the new initial vertex of object j. If an object is moved to its destination, then it is 
deleted from 0. An object at vertex x is to be moved to left if it is to be moved to 
some vertex y<s. An object at vertex x is to be moved to right if it is to be moved 
to some vertex y>x. The variable d is used to record the moving direction of the 
vehicle. If the vehicle is at vertex x and d = left, then it is transporting objects from .r 
to some vertex j’<x. If the vehicle is at vertex x and d = right, then it is transporting 
objects from x to some vertex y>x. 
The algorithm first-mow is a greedy algorithm. It selects at a vertex an arbitrary 
subset of objects that are to be transported in the designated direction, and transports 
them to their destination. If there are not enough objects to be transported in the 
designated direction, then all objects that are carried by the vehicle are dropped at that 
vertex, and the direction of transportation is reversed. 
The following two lemmas show that ,$rsr-n?ore(r) generates a sequence of full- 
carrying moves starting and finishing at the vertex u. 
,f’([l.~~~ 1l.z.) > ,f’(c,[c+ l,n])inlplirs,f’(r,[l,c~ l])>c, and 
.f’([r+ l,n],c) > ,f(~,[l,c - l])imp/iesf‘(c,[r+ l.n])>c. 
Proof. Let el = (I>- 1, c) and e2 = (c, c+ 1) be the two edges incident at I’. By definition, 
.f([l,c- ~l.[~~~l)=.ful,c- 1l,@)+f([l,l’- l],[r+ l,n]), 
.f([C,IZl,[l,C- ll)=J’(tl,[l,c- l])+J’([z’+ l,n].[l,V- I]), 
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procedure jirst-move( v) 
x=v;z=Q);d=right; 
while there are objects at v do 
let t be a set of objects at vertex x to be moved to d; 
if It Uzl3c then 
select any c - IzI objects from t and add them to z; 
let w be a subset of objects in z whose destination y is nearest to x; 
generate a move (x, y,z); 
drop objects in w at y; z = z - W; 
x=y; 
else 
drop objects in z at X; z = 8; 
reverse the direction of d; 
end if 
end while 
end jirst-move 
Fig. 2. The procedure first-moue. 
f([LVl,[U + Lnl>=f(Q[V+ 1,nl)+fW,v - ll,[v+ l,nl>, 
f([v+ Lnl,[Lvl)=f([v+ Lnl>v>+J’([v+ l,nl,[l,r- 11). 
Since the problem is balanced, f([l,~],[~+ l,n])=J‘([~+ l,n],[l,u])=c3., for every 
edge e = (u, u + 1) E E. Therefore, 
f([l,v- 1l,v)+f(P,o- ll,[v+ 1,~l>=f(v,[1,v- 11) 
+f([v+ l,nl,[l,v - 11)=&_,, 
f(h[V+ Lfll)+fUl,v- ll,[v+ l,nl)=f([u+ l,n],v) 
+f([v+ l,n],[l,v- l])=cn,L. 
Subtracting Eq. (2) from Eq. (1) 
f([Lv- ll,v)-f(u,[~+ 1,~l>=f(v,Il,v- 11>-f([v+ l,?z],U) 
= c(&, - I,,>). 
By Eq. (3), if f([l,v - l],v)>f(v,[v + l,n]) then 
f(v,[Lv- ll)-f([v+ L~l,u)=c(&, -1%) 
=f([l,v- ll,u)-f(u,[v+ l,n])>O. 
Subtracting Eq. ( 1) from Eq. (2), 
f(v,[V+ l>nl>-f([l,v- 1l,v)=f([v+ l,nl,v>-f(v,[l,v- 11) 
= C(&> - &, 1. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
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By Eq. (5) if .f([c + l,n],v)>f(v,[l.r - 11) then 
f‘(c[r+ I,??])-.f([l,l’- l],II)=c(& -i,,) 
=.f’([c+ 1,1?],I.)-,f’(L.,[1,1:~ l])>O. (6) 
Since .f’([r + l,n],r)>O and f([l,r - l],t~)>O, by Eqs. (4) and (6) the lemma 
follows. 0 
Lemma 2. If’ the problem is balunced, then the ulgorithrn ,jr.rt-mows(r) yenercrte.r N 
non-mpty sequence qffill-carryiny nloves sturtimq and finishing at any wrtes I’ \t,ith 
,f’(c.[l,c- 1])3c or f(c,[~+ I,n])>c. 
Proof. The sequence of moves generated by the algorithm is not empty since at least 
one of ,f’(c, [l,r - 11) and ,f‘(r, [r + l,n]) is not less than c when the algorithm is 
called. 
During the execution of jirst-mow, assume that x # r and d = left. Note that ,jrst- 
moz~e always generates full-carrying moves. In each move (x, y,z) generated by the 
algorithm, a subset w # 0 of the objects in z has its destination vertex equal to ~2. 
There must be at least Iwl objects that are to be moved from L[y + l,n] to J. The 
vertex .v becomes the vertex x in the next iteration. Consider the case /t U z1 <c when 
the if statement is executed. This case occurs when ItI <IN/. That is, there are less 
than 11~1 objects at vertex x that are to be moved to L[l,x - 11. We conclude that 
,f‘([x+ l.n],x)>f(x,[l,x- 11) if ltUzl<c. 
At the beginning, the problem is balanced. After some moves are generated. the 
problem may not be balanced. However, if a set S of c objects with initial vertex I‘ and 
destination vertex x were added to the problem, then the problem would be balanced. 
Since ,f([x+ l,n],x)>J‘(x, [1,x- l]), it follows from Lemma 1 that ,f(x, [x+ l,n])>,~~t 
for some integer nl > 0. That is, if It U z/ <c, there are at least c objects at x that are 
to be moved to the right of x. It is clear that none of these objects are the objects 
in S which were added to make the problem balanced. Similarly, we can show that 
there are at least c objects at x that are to be moved to the left of x when x # r and 
d = right. Therefore, at the end of first-move, x must be equal to c. 0 
We now describe the algorithm for finding an optimal transportation for a balanced 
problem. The algorithm is called start-ut-ends. Without loss of generality, assume that 
the starting vertex is 1. The PASCAL-like description of sturt-ut-ends is shown in 
Fig. 3. 
The algorithm start-at-ends calls jirst-moves with argument r = 1,2.. . . n - I when- 
ever there are objects at vertex L’ to be transported. The algorithm then inserts the 
solution W obtained by calling jirst-moues(U) into Q. The insertion of W into Q can 
be done as follows. If Q = 0, then Q = W. Otherwise, Q # 8. Let (x~,x,+I.z,) be the 
last move in Q that visits the vertex ~1. Replace the move (Xi,xl+t ,zi) by two moves 
(x,, c. z, ) and (c, x,+ 1, zi) if xi+ 1 # P. Insert the transportation W after the move (x,, r. z; ). 
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program start-ut-ends 
Q=& 
for a= 1,2,...,n - 1 do 
if there are objects at u do 
call jirst-move( c); 
let W be the sequence of moves generated by jirst-move(v); 
insert W into Q; 
end if 
end for 
end start-ut-ends 
Fig. 3. The algorithm start-at-ends 
Theorem 1. Assume that the start vertex is ut one of the endpoints of the path. 
A problem has (I transportation that consists of only jidl-carrying moves und every 
object is only moved jbrward from its initiul vertex to its destination [j’ und only if 
the problem is balanced. 
Proof. If the problem has a transportation that consists of only full-carrying moves 
and every object is only moved forward from its initial vertex to its destination, then 
it is clear that fo([l,t’],[v + l,n])=fo([u + l,n],[l,t!])=cIZ, for every edge e=(u, 
o + 1) E E. That is, the problem is balanced. On the other hand, assume that the 
problem is balanced, then it is easy to see that start-at-ends generates a transportation 
that consists of only of full-carrying moves and every object is only moved forward 
from its initial vertex to its destination. 0 
Since any valid transportation must transport every object from its initial vertex to 
its destination vertex, 
w(O UB) 
C 
is a lower bound of the transportation cost. Therefore, for any balanced problem, a 
transportation that consists of only full-carrying moves and every object is only moved 
forward from its initial vertex to its destination must be an optimal transportation. 
Theorem 2. An optimal transportation jbr the multiple cupucity preemptive vehicle 
routing problem can be found in O(k + n) time $ the starting vertex is at one of the 
endpoints of the path. 
Proof. Given a problem, its balanced version can be found in O(k + n) time. We then 
find an optimal transportation for the balanced version by the algorithm start-at-ends. 
An optimal transportation for the original problem can be obtained from the optimal 
transportation for the balanced version by deleting objects not in 0 in each move. Note 
that each move generated by the algorithm either transports at least one object to its 
destination or is split in order to insert a sequence of moves generated by the recursive 
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calls to first-move. Each recursive call decreases the value of i., to 0 for at least one 
edge e incident at the start vertex. Thus, there are at most O(n) recursive calls, and 
at most O(n) splits of the moves. Therefore, the total number of moves generated is 
O(k + n). To generate a move at vertex x, the algorithm selects any subset of at most 
c objects and adds them to z, and then determines the vertex ?;, which is the nearest 
destination of objects in z. We associate each vertex I‘ a list of objects with initial 
vertex r. Since IzI =c, all these steps can be done in constant time. Therefore. the 
algorithm can be done in O(k + n) time. 0 
Theorem 2 is an improvement of Karp’s result on static elevator scheduling problem 
[8]. Karp’s algorithm, which is an application of external sorting, assumes that each 
floor contains the same number of passengers both initially and after the transportation 
is finished. No explicit time bound for the algorithm was mentioned in Karp’s paper. 
The following example shows that Karp’s algorithm takes cI(kn log logn) time. Let t7 
be the number of vertices, c be the capacity of the elevator. Assume that II is even. 
For each floor i = 1,2,. , n/2, let there be nz > c people on floor i who want to go to 
floor i + n/2, and m people on floor i + 11/2 who want to go to floor i. Karp’s algo- 
rithm generates a transportation that requires the elevator to stop at every floor in each 
upward trip and each downward trip. That is, fI(kn) spaces are required to output the 
transportation, where k = mn is the number of passengers in the building. At each Hoor, 
Karp’s algorithm selects people with the c furthest destinations from those currently 
in the elevator or on that floor. By using priority queues [7], Karp’s algorithm can be 
implemented in O(kn log log n) time. Our algorithm can be implemented in O(k + 17 ) 
time, and the transportation generated by our algorithm has at most O(k + n) stops. 
We note that it is essential to our algorithm, as well as Karp’s algorithm, that the 
vehicle starts at the endpoint of the path. Consider the example shown in Fig. 1, Assume 
that the capacity of the vehicle is 2, and the starting vertex is 1. The algorithm st~i~‘t-(/t- 
ends will generate an optimal transportation (1,3, { 1,2})(3,2. {5,6})(2,3, {3.4})(3,4. 
{1,3})(4.2,{7,S})(2, L(6,g)). B owever, if the starting vertex is not one of the end- 
point of the path, then it is easy to see that there is no transportation having only 
full-carrying moves with the property that each object is only moved forward from its 
initial vertex to its destination. 
4. Nonpreemptive routing in paths 
In this section we show that if objects cannot be dropped at intermediate vertices, 
then finding an optimal transportation in a path with a vehicle of capacity greater than 
one is NP-hard, even if the capacity of the vehicle is equal to 2 and the start vertex 
is at one of the endpoints of the path. The reduction is from a special version of the 
satisfiability of boolean formula called 2/3-satisfiahilit?,. 
Recall that the problem of 3-satisfiability is: given a set U of variables and a col- 
lection C of clauses over U with the property that each clause in C has exactly 3 
literals, decide whether there is a satisfying truth assignment for C [6]. 
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The problem of 2/3-satisfiability is a variation of 3-satisfiability. Each clause of 2/3- 
satisfiability can contain 2 or 3 literals. However, no pair of distinct literals can appear 
in more than one clause. 
Lemma 3. 2/3-sutisfiability is NP-complete. 
Proof. It is clear that the 2/3_satisfiability is in NP. To show that 2/3_satisfiability 
is NP-hard, we reduce 3-satisfiability to it. Given an instance of the 3-satisfiability 
problem that consists of a collection of clauses, the first step is to eliminate all du- 
plicate clauses in it, and then replace each pair of clauses (U + 0 + W) and (U + u 
+ W) by a single clause (U + Y). For each pair of distinct literals u and v, let {(u + v 
+wl),(u+v+w:!),..., (u + v + wt)}, be the set of clauses in C that contain both the 
literals u and u. If t > 1, then replace these clauses by a new set of clauses {(u + v + vi), 
(Vi + W1 )> (Vi + w2)>. . .9 (ji + wt)}, where yi is a new variable. It is clear that no pair 
of distinct literals appear in more than one clause, and the transformation can be done 
in polynomial time. It is also easy to show that the original clause is satisfiable if, and 
only if, the new set of clauses are satisfiable. 0 
The decision version of the nonpreemptive vehicle routing problem on a path with 
a vehicle of capacity equal to 2 is: given a weighted path L, a set of objects 0, an 
initial vertex xi and a destination vertex yj for each object j E 0, a start vertex s in 
L, and a cost W, decide whether there is a transportation of cost at most W. 
Theorem 3. The nonpreemptive multiple capacity vehicle routing problem on paths is 
NP-complete, even if the capacity of the vehicle is two and the starting vertex is at 
one of the endpoints of the path. 
Proof. It is easy to see that the problem is in NP, since a transportation Q can be 
guessed nondeterministically and then checked to see if its cost is at most W. Since 
each carrying move accomplishes the movement of at least one object, any valid 
transportation will have at most 2k moves. Therefore, the computation can be done 
in polynomial time. 
To show that the problem is NP-hard, the reduction is from 2/3-satisfiability. Given 
an instance of 2/3-satisfiability with C = {cl, ~2,. . . , cm} over a set of variables U = {xl, 
x2,. .,x,}, generate an instance of the vehicle routing problem on a path as follows. 
The path L has 2mn + 3n + 1 vertices. First, there are n + 1 vertices, so,si,. . . ,s,. 
For i= 1,2,. . . , n, there are 2m + 2 vertices between each pair of vertices si-1 and si, 
namely I’ I? 1, , , . . . , lT,xF,xj, P-,‘, Y,‘, . . . , Y;. The distance between every pair of adjacent 
vertices is one. 
The set of objects is as follows. Objects designated for the truth assignment of each 
variable in U are ~1,~2,...,~3~, fi,f2....,f2n,tl,t2,...,t2n, q1,42,...,qn, andrl,r2,r3, 
~4. For j= 1,2 ,..., m, objects designated for the clause C,i of i literals, where i = 2 or 
3, are a{,ai ,..., a,i,,,u:‘,uS’,v:‘,vl,w:‘,Wi ,..., w/_,, and c{,ci,c{,ci. 
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For i = 1,2,. . . , n, ~3~_2 is to be transported from Si_t to xp, psi-1 is to be transported 
from x!’ to X’ I , , and ~3; is to be transported from x,’ to si. For i = 1,2.. , n. ,f?,_ 1 is 
to be transported from si-t to xp, and ,f2i is to be transported from x,0 to s,. For 
i = 1,2,. , n, t2,-l is to be transported from s,_l to XI, and t?; is to be transported 
from ,Y! to s;. For i = 1,2,. . . , n, qi is to be transported from s,_, to s,. All q, I’?, Q. 
and t-3, are to be transported from s, to SO. 
Let -7 be a literal, that is, a variable or a negation of a variable. Let i, be the index of 
the variable that z represents. Let rz be 1 if z is a variable, otherwise, z is a negation 
of a variable, let c, be 0. For example, iri = 5 and ux5 = 1, i.7: = 3 and z),r; = 0. 
For each clause c, E C with two literals, say u and z’, the initial vertex and the 
destination vertex for each object designated for this clause are as follows. With- 
out loss of generality, assume that i,, <i,. Object a( is to be transported from rii 
to x:1’ Object ui is to be transported from ,$‘I to $1;. Object ai is to be transported 
from x:,:’ to I,‘,. Object U{ is to be transported from Y< to x:1;. Object ~12’ is to be 
transported from xi:; to Z[,. Object c{ is to be transported from Y: to xr’. Object ri is 
to be transported from x:11 to I{,. Object +v{ is to be transported from r,{ to 1,’ All 
objects c:, ci, c i. ci are to be transported from Ii, to Y[,‘. 
For each clause cl E C with three literals, say U, c, and M?, the initial vertex and the 
destination vertex for each object designated for this clause are as follows. Without 
loss of generality, assume that i,, <i, <ia,. Object ai is to be transported from Y;( to 
xi,:‘. Object ai is to be transported from x:1:’ to xi). Object Q: is to be transported from 
x,’ to xj,:‘. Object ui is to be transported from XI); to IL,. Object U{ is to be transported 
from r,:, to x,!,;. Object ui is to be transported from xi;’ to /[,. Object or’ is to be 
transported from r;, to x:)’ . Object II: is to be transported from xi,’ to I:, Object kc,’ 
is to be transported from r[, to x1!,:‘. Object VV~ is to be transported from x,: to Ii,. All 
objects c{,c~,~~,c~ are to be transported from l{, to r,:, . 
This completes the construction of the graph L, the objects 0 and the initial vertex 
and destination vertex for each object in 0. Finally, let the start vertex be so, and let 
n/ be half of the sum of the distances from the initial vertex to the destination vertex 
for each object in 0. 
An example of the translation for U = {xt,x2,.q} and C = {(xl +x2), (xl +,?2 +.~3)} 
is shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, each directed edge (x, y) labeled j represents an object 
,j E 0 with initial vertex x and destination vertex y. For clarity, directed edges are 
drawn with vertical offset. 
There are 8n+4 objects designated for the truth assignments of the variables. For each 
clause of two literals, there are 12 objects designated for the clause. For each clause of 
three literals, there are 14 objects designated for the clause. Thus, the number of objects 
is O(n + nz). It is clear that the transformation can be performed in polynomial time. 
We claim that C is satisfiable if and only if the vehicle routing problem P = 
( V, E, 0,s) has a transportation of cost W. The proof of the claim is as follows. Suppose 
that there is a truth assignment for U that satisfies all clauses in C. We generate a 
transportation as follows. Note that for each clause, the objects created for that clause 
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Fig. 4. An example of the transformation. 
can be transported in a transportation with only full-carrying moves if and only if the 
transportation starts at x,:, where z is a literal in cj. The vehicle will make two complete 
trips from SO to s, and back, but with side trips on the first trip to s,. On the first trip, 
objects t2i_ 1 and t2i will be transported together if xi = true, and objects f2i_ 1 and f& 
will be transported together if xi = false, for i = 1,2,. . . , n. Also transported together 
with these will be the objects pi for i = 1,2,. . ,3n. If xi = true, then on the first visit 
to xj, if xi is a literal in a clause whose objects have not already been transported, 
transport the objects created for each such clause in turn. Note that on the first visit 
to x,! both objects transported there by the vehicle are unloaded, so that the vehicle is 
ready to transport objects created for a clause. Similarly, if xi = false, then on the first 
visit to xp, if X, is a literal in a clause whose objects have not already been transported, 
transport the objects created for each such clause in turn. Since there is a true literal 
in each clause, all objects created from clauses will have been transported by the time 
the vehicle first reaches s,. In the second trip, the remaining objects of tp and fP, along 
with the objects qi, i + 1,2,. , n are transported in the movement from SO to s,. Thus, 
all objects are transported with only full-carrying moves. 
On the other hand, suppose that P = (V, E, 0, s) has a transportation of cost W. Then 
this transportation must consist only of full-carrying moves. Note that P = (V, E, 0, s) is 
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a balanced problem. We say that two objects o and o’ are paired in the transportation 
Q if there is a move (x, y, (0, o’}) in Q. Since the cost of the transportation is exactly 
W, (1) for each j, object c! must be paired with object q’, for some i’ # i, and (2) 
for each set of objects created for the clause cj the transportation can only start at xi:, 
where z is a literal in ci. This is true because a pair of two distinct literals can appear 
at most in one clause. Thus, if objects for clause c, are started at vertex x,; then p3,,_~ 
must be paired with ,f*i,_ 1. If objects created for clause ci is started at vertex XII then 
p3;;_2 and ps,,_ 1 must be paired with t2,,_ 1. Therefore, a variable x, is assigned false 
if and only if p3i-l is paired with fii -1, otherwise it is assigned true. It is clear that 
this assignment satisfies every clause in C. C 
We have shown that the nonpreemptive version of the vehicle routing problem in 
paths is NP-complete. Since we can embed a path into a cycle of large radius and 
paths are special cases of trees, both the nonpreemptive version of the vehicle routing 
problem in cycles and in trees are NP-complete. 
5. Preemptive routing in trees 
In this section we show that the decision version of the vehicle routing problem on 
trees is NP-complete, even if objects can be dropped at the intermediate vertices. The 
reduction is from a special case of the feedback vertex set problem. 
The feedback vertex set problem is: given a directed graph G = (V,A), a positive in- 
teger K < 1 V 1, decide whether there is a subset B C V with IBI <K such that B contains 
at least one vertex from every directed cycle in G. This problem remains NP-complete 
for directed graphs even when the in-degree and the out-degree do not exceed two at 
any vertex [6]. 
The decision version of the vehicle routing problem on trees is: given a tree T = 
(V,E), a non-negative cost c(e) for each edge e E E, a start vertex s E V, a set of 
objects 0, an initial vertex x, and destination vertex JQ for each object j E 0, and a 
positive integer W, decide whether there is a transportation that starts and finishes at 
s, has cost no more than W, and moves each object j E 0, from Xj to y,. 
Theorem 4. The preemptive version of the vehicle routing problem on trees bttith N 
vehicle qf cupucity tlz’o is NP-complete, even if the gruph is u stur gruph n,ith unit 
cost &es. 
Proof. It is easy to see that the problem is in NP, since one can nondeterministically 
generate a transportation, and then check whether it is a valid transportation with cost 
at most W. Since no object need be dropped more than n - 2 times, the number 
of moves in a valid transportation is no more than IVZ. Thus, the computation takes 
polynomial time. 
To show that this problem is NP-hard, the reduction is from the feedback vertex 
set problem on graphs having in-degree and out-degree no greater than two. Given 
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an instance of the feedback vertex set, which consists of a directed graph G = (V,A) 
and an integer K, we construct an instance of the vehicle routing problem on trees as 
follows. Without loss of generality, assume that the underlying undirected graph of G 
is connected. 
The tree T will have vertex set V U {s}, and edge set {(s, v) 1 v E V}. The cost of each 
edge in T is equal to 1. There is an object j E 0 with initial vertex x and destination 
vertex y if and only if there is an directed edge (x, v) E A. Let W be 2(K + / VI). 
Suppose graph G has a feedback vertex set F of size K. The vehicle can first visit 
the vertices in T which are the corresponding vertices in F, and transport the objects 
at these vertices to s. Since every vertex in G has outdegree at most two, at most two 
objects need to be transported to s at each visit of these vertices. Thus, one visit to 
any vertex suffices to move its objects to s. 
Define a relation + on the vertex set of T such that u + v if and only if there is 
an object that has to be transported from u to v. Note that after the vehicle moves 
objects in F to s, the relation + is a partial order. We can then transport the objects 
by visiting the vertices according to the topological order defined by the relation +. 
Note that for any u in V there are at most two objects that must be transported from 
v E (V - F) to s, and from s to v E V. Since the vehicle makes at most K + 1 VI visits 
to vertices in V, the cost of the transportation is at most 2(K + /VI). 
On the other hand, suppose that there is a transportation of cost W = 2(K + I VI) 
for P. Since every vertex of G has some directed edge incident to or from it, every 
vertex in V must be visited at least once. If there is a sequence of objects jl, j2, . . . , j, 
such that each object j,, 1 <id t, is to be transported from ~i-1 to vi, and vg = vI then 
at least one of the vertices vi, O<i < t, must be visited twice. Let F be the vertices 
that are visited more than once in the tour. It is clear that F must be a feedback vertex 
set of G, and the size of F is no greater than K. 0 
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